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Old East Hill is a neighborhood of  residents and businesses who take great pride in the history of  the neighborhood and the many improvements that 
dedicated people have made throughout the years . We also celebrate its more eclectic nature, with its diversity of  residents, access to businesses, one of  
Pensacola’s last brick streets, and the many artists and interesting people who call it home . 

As one of  the City’s few preservation districts, Old East Hill enjoys a special status as a historic neighborhood that both residents and City officials rec-
ognize as worthy of  protection and enhancement. With significant new construction and development occuring for the first time in decades, many are 
seeking more information about the history of  Old East Hill and how to maintain the community’s character .  

This guidebook’s main purpose is to help raise awareness of  and appreciation for the very special historic, architectural, and community features of  Old 
East Hill among its residents, businesses, and those looking to live and do business here . We intend for this guidebook to do that by: 

•  documenting and describing the historic streets and buildings so that they can serve as living examples for future preservation efforts and improvements
to the neighborhood;

•  providing helpful information on designs and materials so that residents and businesses can make smart choices with their homes, buildings, and land-
scapes in order to meet the City’s historic district standards and complement the existing character of  the neighborhood; and

•  inspiring residents and businesses to further the collective spirit of  Old East Hill so that we can work together to continue to improve our community . 

Introductionb
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An Overview of Old East Hillb
Old East Hill is a wonderful place to live . We 
have so many of  the things that make a great 
neighborhood--historic homes, friendly neigh-
bors and a healthy bit of  funkiness .

It all goes back to the fact that we are a historic 
neighborhood, designed before the automobile . 
Old East Hill is arranged for people, with nar-
row streets that slow traffic and sidewalks down 
both sides of  every street . Homes are set close 
to the sidewalk to encourage neighborliness, and 
streets are laid-out in a grid pattern that makes 
it easy to get around to see our neighbors or to 
visit the shops and restaurants nearby .

All of  that makes Old East Hill a safe and 
pleasant to walk . So you can take a stroll to 
the store and stop along the way to visit with a 
neighbor sitting on their front porch . And that 
might lead to a glass of  iced tea and a discus-
sion of  everything from local politics to how 
the tomatoes are growing this year . We know 
our neighbors, and they sure are interesting—
musicians, writers, artists, craftsmen, and long-
time residents who can spin some tales about 
the earlier days .   

The historic character of  the neighborhood 
provides the foundation for the high quali-
ty-of-life enjoyed by residents and business-
es . That historic character is more formally 
described in the UWF Historic Trust and 
City of  Pensacola’s Preservation District 
Guidelines & Regulations, available at 
www.cityofpensacola.com

Old East Hill Preservation District
Period of  Significance: 1870-1920s
Predominant styles: Frame vernacular, Queen Anne, Bungalow, commercial masonry

The Old East Hill Preservation District is bounded roughly to the north by Gadsden Street, to the east by 9th Avenue, to the 
south by Wright Street, and the west by Hayne Street.

Much like North Hill, construction in the Old East Hill area occurred primarily after 1870 as part of  Pensacola’s turn-
of-the-century industrial boom. The area developed primarily as a residential neighborhood, and contains a blend of  small-
er-scale, historic commercial and residential styles; the greatest number of  homes within the district are frame vernacular and 
folk Victorian, although Old East Hill contains several modest, one-story examples of  Queen Anne homes, as well as the 
Bungalow style that was popularized during the first decades of  the 20th century. Although much of  the historic fabric was 
lost during redevelopment in the 1960s, Old East Hill still contains several commercial masonry buildings from the early 20th 
century. It is the smallest of  Pensacola’s historic districts; with the support of  residents, the preservation zoning ordinance for 
the area was drafted by the East Hill Preservation Association in 1984.

The City’s historic district standards require that the Architectural Review Board (ARB) review all exterior 
renovations to existing structures and the design of  new structures proposed for construction . The ARB 
members are mostly architects and are generally quite agreeable to helping applicants ensure that their 
projects complement the neighborhood’s historic character while also occasionally rejecting proposals that 
do not do so . 

If  you are planning to build a new structure or renovate an existing one you must submit an application 
to the ARB that includes drawings of  your proposal . While these are typically done by an architect or 
residential designer, they may be hand-drawn by the applicant in the case of  small-scale renovations to ex-
isting structures . Before making detailed plans for construction or renovation we recommend a thorough 
review of  this guidebook, as it provides excellent examples of  designs and materials considered character-
istic of  and complementary to the neighborhood . 

Please see the City of  Pensacola’s website at www.cityofpensacola.com for 
more information about the Architectural Review Board and how to submit 
an application for review of  your project.

b
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The best way to learn about the architectural context of  Old East Hill is to look around at the neighborhood’s existing homes and buildings constructed 
prior to World War II—especially the years of  1870 – 1920 . This 50 year period is when most homes in the neighborhood were constructed, and is the 
period outlined in Old East Hill’s official designation as a preservation district. As such, the structures built during this period provide the best inspiration 
for renovation and new construction that is most complementary of  the neighborhood . 

A variety of architectural styles are found among the residences built throughout the life of the neighborhood, including:

Frame Vernacular Craftsman Bungalow 
Second Empire Stick 

Mission Creole Cottage 

Shotgun 
Victorian 
Ranch

Architectural Context: Overview b
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Architectural Context: Residentialb
In exploring the traditional design of  buildings, a number of  basic patterns emerge that help to guide both renovation and new construction . Most 
homes are set close to the street and contain a front porch, and all are built “off grade” on masonry piers that place the first floor two feet or more above 
the ground . Nearly all are constructed of  wood, and include roofs of  a moderate to steep pitch . 

Most homes:
• are set close to the street
• include a front porch
• are constructed of  wood
• include a moderate to steep roof  pitch (slope between 30 and 45 degrees)
•  are built “off grade”—floors on first floor at least 18” above the ground and usually higher (designated as “finished floor elevation”

on architectural drawings)
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Frame Vernacular

This simple style dates from the mid-19th to mid-20th Century . It features a moderately pitched gable roof  that can be either parallel or perpendicular 
to the street . Siding is usually clapboard, and porches include turned wood posts . Ornamentation is minimal, limited to porch columns, balustrades, and 
eaves where it does exist . The style is characterized by its lack of  highly-distinctive features . A shotgun home can be considered a subset of  the style that 
was adapted to narrow urban lots . The majority of  historic homes in Old East Hill are of  the frame vernacular style . 

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Architectural Context: Residentialb
Craftsman Bungalow

The bungalow was a popular house style across the nation in the period from about 1905 – 1930 . Adapted regionally, in the south bungalows were typ-
ically constructed of  wood though the front porch usually included brick or stone with short wood columns supporting the porch roof . Eaves are wide, 
and wood brackets beneath the eaves are usually present . While common in many older areas of  Pensacola, bungalows are present but not common in 
Old East Hill because most of  the neighborhood’s homes were built before the bungalow style became popular .
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Victorian--Second Empire

Victorian style homes are perhaps the most common style of the last decades of the 19th Century, from 1860 - 1910. The style reflects a new 
complexity in design made possible by industrialization and the availability of house components that could be mass produced and shipped at 
low cost. There are several subsets of Victorian style, including Second Empire. This particular style features a hip roof with two slopes on each of 
its sides, and often in a concave shape . Second Empire homes date from the period 1860 – 1880 and are more common in the northeast and 
midwest U .S ., and rare in the south . It is represented in Old East Hill by a single structure at the southeast corner of Jackson St . and Sixth Ave . 

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Victorian--Stick

Homes built in the Stick style feature steeply-pitched gabled roofs that usually include decorative trusses at the apex of  the gable . The decorative trusses 
are the most distinctive feature of  the style, often forming a cross or diagonal pattern . The Stick style was popular from about 1860 – 1890 . An excellent 
example of  a Stick style home is located at the northeast corner of  7th Ave . and Larua St . 

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Victorian--Queen Anne

Queen Anne was one of  the most popular of  the Victorian styles, with most constructed from 1880 – 1910 . The homes feature steeply-pitched roofs, 
usually with a dominant front-facing gable . Many techniques were used to avoid the appearance of  smooth walls, including patterned shingles, bay 
windows, and real and false overhangs . Towers are common, and porch spindles are turned rather than square . Queen Anne is one of  the more 
ornate architectural styles found in Old East Hill, with an abundance of  decorative detailing . Folk Victorian is another

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Architectural Context: Residentialb

Victorian--Folk Victorian

Folk Victorian homes are typified by simple house forms with decorative detailing--especially on porches. 
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Mission

The 1992 survey noted one Mission-style home, located on Hayne St . in the block between Larua and Jackson St . Though upon further review this home 
could perhaps be more properly characterized as Spanish Eclectic, which is another Spanish-influenced style also popular at the turn of  the 20th Century. 

Homes of  this style are constructed of  masonry; often contain parapets along the roofline; and pitched roofs of  tile. Some homes of  this style feature 
flat roofs—as does the example in Old East Hill—making it the only flat-roof  residential structure in the neighborhood. 

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Creole Cottage

A couple of  creole cottages exist in Old East Hill, with one moved into the neighborhood in the early 2000s from the Seville neighborhood . This home 
style is unique to the Gulf  coast and was common in the early to mid 19th Century—especially in New Orleans and Mobile . 

Creole cottages are oriented parallel to the street, one to one and a half  stories high, with a front porch extending the entire width . Roofs are usually of  a gable 
style with a steep pitch, and there are often dormer windows extending from the roof . Two front doors on the front porch are another distinguishing feature .  

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Ranch

Ranch houses are not common, but there are a few examples dating from the mid-20th Century . While these homes were built after the neighborhood’s 
formative years and are not considered “contributing structures”, they still contribute to the fabric of  Old East Hill and can be considered representa-
tives of  a more modern architectural style . As products of  their time, the maintenance of  their architectural integrity is encouraged . 

Some common features of  ranch-style homes include: the structure is oriented parallel to the street; windows are often horizontal rather than vertical; 
roof  pitch is more shallow; one story; and usually constructed of  masonry . 

Architectural Context: Residentialb
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Architectural Context: Commercialb
For commercial buildings, most are set right on the sidewalk with no setback . They are usually constructed of  brick, though a few are built of  wood . Flat 
roofs with a parapet are the most common roof  design on commercial buildings . Abundant glazing in large and frequent windows are another feature 
common to commercial buildings, allowing customers better visibility of  products and services for sale . 

• zero setback
• flat roof
• abundant glazing
• masonry construction

http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
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Old East Hill contained a number of  churches during its formative years, as well as a Masonic Lodge . These institutional buildings exhibit some simi-
larities and some patterns distinct from the commercial buildings in the neighborhood . Both commercial buildings and institutional ones are typically 
constructed of  masonry . Churches have a slightly deeper setback from the street than do commercial buildings . 

Four church buildings remain in the neighborhood today, with three of  the four being older structures built in the classic neighborhood pattern—set 
close to the street with parking placed to the side and/or behind the building . The churches include features common to churches such as steep gable 
roofs, bell tower, steeple, and stained glass windows . 

• Bell tower
• steeple
• shallow setback from street
• stained glass windows

Architectural Context: institutionalb
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Architectural Context: INSTITUTIONALb
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Inappropriate: too wide and low.

Building heights are one or two story, with one story being most common .  

Building widths are largely determined by the orientation of  the lot and the use of  the structure . Homes are often narrow and rectangular in shape in 
order to follow lot dimensions . They also extend across most of  the lot frontage, with limited space alongside property lines between homes . Commercial 
structures typically covered the entire frontage of  the lot, reflecting the desire to maximize usable space for commerce. 

Building setbacks are usually quite shallow when compared with setbacks common in suburban areas . Some residences are as close as 5’ to the sidewalk, 
while many others are around 15’ . Larger homes often had deeper setbacks . Commercial buildings typically had zero setback . For new construction, 
building heights and setbacks are dictated by zoning district . 

Massing is thought of  as the overall bulk of  a building, and with new construction should be of  similar massing to adjacent structures . Here are some helpful 
examples:

Building Heights, Widths, Setbacks, Alignment, and Massingb

Residential Building Orientation and Site Coverage

Inappropriate: Large massing and 
uncharacteristic form

Appropriate: Massing and form
reflecting that of  its neighbor
without replicating them.Appropriate: height and width consitent with neighboring houses.

Appropriate: porch and hipped roof  break down height and mass 
of  building.

Inappropriate: too narrow and too tall.

Illustrations courtesy of Hyde Park Design Guidelines, City of Tampa
https://www.tampagov.net/sites/default/files/historic-preservation/files/Hyde_Park_Design_Guidelines/Scale_Massing_stbk_Orient.pdf

Appropriate: Building entrance is oriented to street; 
site coverage is proportional to neighboring street.

Inappropriate: Building has an angled entrance and 
covers a disportionate amount of  its site.
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Additions to an existing structure should only be made after exhausting all possibilities for accommodating the additional space inside the existing struc-
ture . Additions must be made in a manner that is complementary and not destructive of  the features of  the original structure . 

Excellent guidance on additions can be found at National Park Service Preservation Brief  14: New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings: Preserva-
tion Concerns

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/14-exterior-additions.htm

Building Additionsb
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Foundationsb
All contributing residential structures were built on brick “piers.” These are rectangular columns of  brick that rise from the ground and support the 
home at an elevation of  around 2’ above the ground, though some homes are around twice as high off the ground. This created an open, ventilated 
crawl space beneath the home where plumbing fixtures could be located, and the home had some distance from floods and wood destroying organisms 
such as termites . 

With new construction, foundations are often built on a slab that is elevated above grade inside a concrete block stem wall that surrounds the perimeter 
of  the home . This method continues to provide the elevation that is characteristic of  neighborhood homes, while allowing for a more modern founda-
tion method that avoids the use of  a crawl space . 

The screening of  open crawl spaces with latticework or other wood designs can be an attractive way to frame the crawl space and limit access beneath 
the home . 

Commercial structures were usually built at ground level on concrete slabs . This facilitated ease of  access for pedestrians stepping into a building from 
an adjacent sidewalk, and placed storefront windows at the height of  shoppers . 

b
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Siding,Brick, and Stucco

With the historic abundance of  lumber from the longleaf  pine forests in NW Florida, most homes are clad with wood siding on the exterior .  A few later 
homes have brick exteriors, and there is at least one with stucco . All of  these materials are appropriate for historic homes and new homes constructed 
in Old East Hill, though siding is by far the most in-keeping with the existing character . 

Many newer homes use wood siding alternatives known as fiber cement board. While these can be attractive, they still do not provide the rich warmth 
and texture of  real wood . For new or replacement siding clad with wood, the product should be pressure treated and also primed on all sides to provide 
longevity . Wood properly detailed as outlined should last a very long time . 

While most homes feature lap siding, board and batten is also appropriate. For stucco walls, the traditional hand-troweled method leaves a finish that 
mirrors historic patterns and brings a pleasing patina as it ages . Bricks should be selected from more historic styles, and can also be painted though this 
was never common in Old East Hill . 

Exterior Claddingb
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Siding,Brick, and Stucco

Exterior Claddingb
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Doorsb
Doors should fit the building type, architectural style, and/or era of  the associated structure. Most of  Old East Hill’s historic homes retain their original 
exterior doors, providing inspiration for doors on new structures or for replacement of  damaged doors on historic structures . 

In terms of  design, doors shall have a vertical orientation and consist of  either a series of  rectilinear panels (not round) or flush vertical boards. 
The existence of  glass panes in the top half  of  the door is appropriate depending on the door and building style . 

Wood is the material of  choice for doors, typically a treated wood or rot-resistant species . Door hardware should be metal . When window glass is 
included it should be clear and not reflective, tinted or frosted. Storm doors are not common, but if  used they should consist primarily of  glass with only 
a peripheral framing in order to not obscure the door .

Many door manufacturers offer new doors in historic styles. In addition, historic wood doors salvaged from old homes are often available at building 
reuse stores and antique stores along the Gulf  coast, providing a low-cost and historically accurate door for both new and renovated homes . 

Screen doors are a traditional feature on many historic homes and follow the same basic design principles as doors in general . Aluminum or copper 
screening is the most visually appealing, long-lasting, and appropriate for the neighborhood . Screen doors may also be built to include a glass insert that 
can be installed seasonally to make the door more weatherproof  during seasons when natural ventilation is not used . 
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Doorsb
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bWindows and Shutters

Windows are a defining element of any home, as their style, design, and placement are key to different architectural styles. Homes in Old East Hill are 
characterized by windows that are vertical in proportion, symmetrical, and abundant in terms of  numbers and size . Long expanses without windows are 
non-existent on residences . On commercial structures, windows along the front façade tended to be larger and more numerous than those on residences, 
as this was important for customers to have a clear view into the business . 

This abundance of windows was necessary to allow for natural ventilation prior to air conditioning, and also allowed for plenty of natural light . The 
earliest homes often had windows made from many smaller individual pieces of glass, as the ability to make larger pieces of glass was not yet common . 

As such, many early windows contained six pieces of  glass on the top sash and six pieces on the bottom sash, all of  the same size and separated by thin 
pieces of  wood called muntins . As larger pieces of  glass became available, windows from later periods often had two pieces of  glass in both the bottom 
and top sash . When glass became even less expensive and styles changed, top sashes often contained two, three, or six smaller pieces of  glass over a 
bottom sash of  one single piece of  glass. This led to the common description of  widows as two over one” or “three over one.”

All windows were made from wood, and most homes still contain their original wood windows that are now over a century old . This is a testament to 
the quality of the wood and construction of the time. Preservation experts are in wide agreement that it almost never makes financial sense to replace 
historic windows with new windows. For those concerned about windows not fitting tight, wood storm windows can be built to help protect windows 
from the elements and to reduce air leakage, while maintaining historic integrity .

On modern windows, the most important element that is often lacking are raised muntins . Muntins are the thin pieces of  wood that separate panes of 
glass in historic windows. On most modern windows, muntins are either flat or of a low profile that does not come close to simulating the visual depth of 
raised muntins. Most quality manufacturers offer windows with raised muntins, so If purchasing new windows, care should be taken to find such styles. 
While muntins of  old actually separated individual panes of  glass, on modern windows there is usually one piece of  glass per sash and the muntins are 
affixed to the top of  the glass.  

Wood shutters are a traditional way to protect windows from hurricanes and extreme weather . They are most common on the earliest of homes in the 
neighborhood, and became less widely used in the 20th century . If shutters are installed, they should be truly operable and sized to cover the entire 
expanse of  the window . Wood screens on windows and wood screen doors are also historically appropriate and a great way to use natural ventilation. 

Awnings of wood, canvas, and metal are another classic way to protect windows and interiors from sun and rain . While not common in Old East Hill, 
they are appropriate if carefully matched to architecture and window design . 
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bWindows and Shutters
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Roofsb
The original roofs on the homes built in the neighborhood’s formative years were made of  wood—in the form of  wood shakes . Some of  these shakes 
were painted, while others were allowed to weather naturally . While none of  these currently exist in the neighborhood, some can be seen in the nearby 
Seville Historic District . 

Following the shakes, metal roofs became popular due to their longevity . However, the majority of  homes in Old East Hill utilize less expensive asphalt 
shingles for roofing, which is partly a reflection of  the neighborhood’s more modest income levels. Newer versions include architectural shingles that 
provide more of  a raised profile and thus more closely approximate the look of  the original shakes. In addition to black, colored shingles in red and 
green are sometimes used . 

Roofs of  metal, wood shakes, and asphalt shingles are all allowed by the Architectural Review Board and are appropriate in Old East Hill . Metal roofs 
appropriate for Old East Hill are of  three types—5V crimp, standing seam, and corrugated . 
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Roofsb
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Every residential contributing structure in Old East Hill contains a front porch, and many contain side or rear porches as well . These porches are 
traditional features of  homes built prior to World War II throughout the American south . 

In order to fit with traditional patterns, a front porch should extend across at least 75% of  the front façade. Porches should also be at least 6’ deep in 
order to create enough space for ease of  use, and in order to fit with the patterns seen on contributing structures. Wood tongue and groove decking is 
the most historically-accurate porch floor material, and it can be very durable if  treated wood with all sides of  the wood primed is used. Alternative 
materials include concrete . 

Porches should be elevated off-grade to within a few inches of  the home’s finished floor elevation. Wood supporting posts for the porch roof  should fit 
the home’s style—most of  which are simple square posts, with Victorian styles featuring round posts . 

Ballustrades (porch railings and ballusters) should also fit the home’s style, and should be kept shorter in height as opposed to taller. Homes less than 
30” above the ground are not required by code to have ballustrades, which is in keeping with many contributing structures that did not have them.  

bPorches
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bPorches
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Accessory Structures, Dwelling Units, and Garagesb
Accessory structures are those that are secondary to the main structure, including storage sheds, pool houses, garages and others . They are typically 
located behind and are complementary to the main structure .

Accessory dwelling units provide residential living space and are a great way to provide housing diversity and affordability. They can also be an addi-
tional source of  income for residents who rent units for housing . 

Since Old East Hill was built before the automobile became a dominant part of  our culture, garages are not common in the neighborhood . Where they 
do exist they tend to be quite small by today’s standards, detached from the residence, and located well behind and clearly secondary to the home . These 
traditional patterns provide guidance for the design of  garages today .

New garages should be located behind a main structure and at least partially hidden by the home. Garage doors should be those of  a “carriage house” 
pattern, which is in keeping with the type of  doors seen on garages built during the neighborhood’s formative years of  1870 - 1920 . Two-car garages 
should either utilize two separate garage doors or a single door with a pattern that appears to be two separate doors .

On narrow corner lots where access to the garage is from the
side of  the lot rather than the front, the garage will likely be
more visible from the street and so should be limited in size to
avoid overwhelming the streetscape .  In addition, siting the
garage no closer to the street than the home can also help to
limit the visibility of  the garage and to clearly identify it as
secondary to the home .

Garages in Old East Hill generally:

• are detached from the home
• are located well behind and often to the side of  the residence
• feature “carriage house” style or other decorative style of  door
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Accessory Structures, Dwelling Units, and Garagesb
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Site Improvementsb
Fences were occasionally but not widely constructed in Old East Hill, perhaps because lots were larger than those in older neighborhoods farther 
downtown and thus the privacy and delineation provided by fences was of  less practical use . According to City code, fences shall be constructed of  
approved materials, which include but are not limited to “wood, brick, stone, or wrought iron.” Since Pensacola historically had an abundant supply 
of  lumber from nearby pine forests, the vast majority of  fences in historic districts were constructed of  wood . City code governing Old East Hill does 
not allow the use of  fences constructed of  concrete block, barbed wire, or chain link . 

In front yards, fences traditionally were relatively short—about 3 feet in height . City standards today do not allow front yard fence heights above 4 
feet, 6 inches, and additional standards apply to side and rear yard fences . Fences can be painted, stained, or left to weather naturally . Whitewashing 
using a lime solution is a traditional way of  protecting wooden fences and still works today . Stain is the best overall choice in terms of  ease of  applica-
tion and reapplication when the color fades . 

Gates should be installed so that they swing inside--onto the owner’s private property, or slide to the side and do not open onto the sidewalk . The side-
walk is located on public property and City code requires that it be kept free and clear of  any obstructions that block access by pedestrians . 

Fences and gates should:

--be constructed of  wood, brick, stone, or wrought iron
--be relatively short in front yards
--not obstruct adjacent sidewalks
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Site Improvementsb
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Landscapingb
Old East Hill contains mostly simple landscapes of  larger oak trees above smaller shrubs and other plants . Camelias and azaleas are common, and fruit 
trees have made a comeback in recent years in honor of  their traditional presence in the neighborhood . Native and well-adapted ornamentals following 
the “right plant, right place” mantra are recommended. 

Lawns are typically small and not managed to be perfectly green and lush, freeing the neighborhood from the use of  lawn chemicals and leaf  blowers 
common in more manicured suburban settings . Tree cover is greatest on the eastern side of  the neighborhood, and there is great need for more trees to 
provide shade—especially along streets . 

Many existing trees are less desirable water oaks and laurel oaks that have sprouted on their own from acorns . These trees are short-lived and prone to 
decay, and should be replaced over time with more long-lived and wind-resistant species such as live oak, magnolia, and others . The Escambia County 
Extension Service maintains a list of  wind-resistant species that make good choices . 

The planting strip is the grassed area between the sidewalk and street, and is the best place to plant street trees . Street trees are typically planted in sym-
metrical patterns, with matching trees on either side of  the street . In 2013, the Old East Hill Property Owner’s Association installed a street tree project 
along Larua St . utilizing resident labor and City grant funding . 

Property owners are responsible for maintaining the planting strip adjacent to their home, and the City allows wide discretion in what homeowners may 
choose to plant in that area . It is recommended that plantings in the planting strip follow these guidelines:

• Check with local utilities before digging deep holes for plantings, such as for larger trees
• Take care in planting larger trees beneath power lines, making sure to allow for the full mature height and shape of  the tree
•  Avoid planting shrubs that mature at taller than 3’, as these create blocked views along sidewalks that encourage crime and make pedestrians feel unsafe

Walkways typically lead to and from doorways on a structure and the sidewalk . Concrete is by far the most common material, though bricks and pavers 
are also used . Bricks and concrete are the most historically-appropriate materials for walkways . Less improved pathways of  mulch, sand, or gravel are 
most appropriate between structures and outbuildings or as internal pathways on a lot,  but not for a main entrance .   
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Landscapingb
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Landscapingb
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Lightingb
Lighting is necessary for safety and security, and to provide enjoyment of homes and buildings after nightfall. Light 
fixtures also provide an important accent for historic structures. 

For site lighting, Old East Hill has city-owned historic-style streetlights in the right-of-way along Alcaniz St., installed 
around 2009 as part of a streetscape project. Those lights unfortunately do not meet modern standards and sensibilities 
around light pollution and light trespass, as they are unshielded fixtures in which light projects in all directions including 
into the night sky.  

For use on homes and buildings, a wide range of lighting fixtures are available to fit each particular architectural style. 
Porch lighting can be placed on walls or ceilings. Lighting beneath the eaves of homes is discouraged. Gas lamps are also 
discouraged, as they typically operate during daytime, wasting energy. 
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Lightingb
The indiscriminate use of lighting on structures and along roadways has caused significant light pollution in Pensacola. 
This means that instead of illuminating only what is desired, large amounts of light trespasses into adjacent homes, into the 
eyes of pedestrians and drivers and into the night sky. This light pollution is linked to the disruption of sleep patterns in 
humans, negative impacts on wildlife and the loss of the ability to enjoy the stars and planets of the night sky. Modern 
lighting standards call for lighting to go only where it is needed, largely through the use of what are called cutoff fixtures in 
which light bulbs are tucked inside fixtures so that bulbs are not exposed. With such fixtures, light is projected down on 
areas needing illumination, and not out and up into the night sky. For existing unshielded fixtures on porches, it is 
recommended to use the lowest wattage LED bulbs necessary in order to avoid overlighting the area. 

The proliferation of security lights that often shine brightly out from structures are particularly offensive. Such security 
lighting should be angled so that it illuminates down onto private property and not out into adjacent public spaces such as 
sidewalks and streets. 

Image courtesy of Lamps Plus. 
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b
One of  the things that makes Old East Hill and other historic neighborhoods so desirable is that access for the automobile is limited when compared to 
newer suburban neighborhoods. Narrow streets and buildings located close to the street help to slow traffic speeds, and small urban lots often have little 
if  any space for cars on private commercial or residential property . 

Homes and  businesses are often have little or no setback from the sidewalk . Space for parking was traditionally to the side or rear of a home or building, 
and never in front . As such, parking often takes place on the street .

Onstreet parking offers some great advantages. It allows more of a property to be used for a residence or business. And it saves the cost of installing a 
driveway or parking area that can cost thousands of dollars per home .

 In some areas of Old East Hill the City does not require that a residence provide an off street parking space, instead allowing onstreet parking in front 
of the home to fulfill the parking requirement. In other areas a residence must provide at least one offstreet parking space. City staff can confirm whether 
a given property must provide offstreet parking under the Code. 

Driveways were traditionally placed to one side of  a home so that a clear view of  the home was maintained and cars did not detract from the beauty 
of the home. This pattern is still very much favored today. Siting a home on a lot so that it is off-center and pushed farther to one side or the other is 
sometimes necessary to create more space on one side of  the home to accommodate a driveway . Driveways should be placed so that parked cars do 
not block the sidewalk . 

Commercial structures in Old East Hill were traditionally located along the sidewalk with no setback from the public right-of-way . Parking was typically 
on the street . With modern parking requirements often necessitating more spaces, parking should be located behind the building, or secondarily to 
the side . Placing a parking lot in front of  a structure is not part of  the pattern of  historic neighborhoods and should be avoided . Additionally, as 
Pensacola becomes friendlier for walking and bicycling, there will be a smaller amount of car parking needed per person or per unit of housing. 

Parking should be:
• minimized, providing only as much as 

necessary
• located onstreet if possible
• placed to the rear or side of a building 

Parking and Driveways
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The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards b
The Secretary of  the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings have been adopted by the ARB for 
the general review guidelines, and are reprinted below .

The National Park Service uses these standards to determine eligibility for rehabilitation tax credits and so they are regulatory in that context . The 
Guidelines, however, are not regulatory. Both the Standards and Guidelines offer excellent general guidance for any owner of  a historic structure in 
Old East Hill . 

Secretary’s Standards for Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation projects must meet the following Standards, as interpreted by the National Park Service, to qualify as “certified rehabilitations” eligible 
for the 20% rehabilitation tax credit. The Standards are applied to projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical 
feasibility .

The Standards apply to historic buildings of  all periods, styles, types, materials, and sizes . They apply to both the exterior and the interior of  historic 
buildings . The Standards also encompass related landscape features and the building’s site and environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related 
new construction .

1.    A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of  the build-
ing and its site and environment .

2 .    The historic character of  a property shall be retained and preserved . The removal of  historic materials or alteration of  features and spaces that 
characterize a property shall be avoided .

3 .    Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of  its time, place, and use . Changes that create a false sense of  historical development, such 
as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken .

4.    Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.

5.    Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of  craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.

6 .    Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced . Where the severity of  deterioration requires replacement of  a distinctive fea-
ture, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials . Replacement of  missing 
features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence .
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7 .  Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used . The surface cleaning of  struc-
tures, if  appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible .

8.  Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If  such resources must be disturbed, mitigation mea-
sures shall be undertaken .

9 .    New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property . The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integri-
ty of  the property and its environment .

10 .    New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if  removed in the future, the essential form 
and integrity of  the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired .

The Secretary’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings provide lots of  good information whether rehabilitating a historic structure or 
building a new one in a historic neighborhood . They are available at: 

http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/index.htm

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards b
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